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Abenaki gets January
debt payment deadline
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by Carol Morelli
UMO Business Manager Alden Stuart
has given Abenaki Experimental College
until the end of January to devise a debt
payment plan.
Abenaki owes the university $1,200 and
may have to close lithe debt is not paid.
"I think they are planning fund drives.
and are trying to get money from the
student government which they would ray
back as soon as they could." Stuart said.
Abenaki was formed in 1970 by Phil
Spalding and Roy Krantz, as a free
university offering various courses to
students as an option to the regular
academic courses.
In the fall of 1971, the university
recognized Abenaki, and the college was
able to receive several grants, student aid
money for work-study and student govern
ment funds. Spalding said the college's
financial problems began in the spring of
1973. "Things were in pretty sad shape."
he said. He said Abenaki's relationshiop
with student aid was also in trouble.
Under Krantz, Spalding stated, a
work-study student had been hired, but
did no actual work for Abenaki. The
student received $1,000. $800 from the
Federal government and $200 from the
university. The university was supposed to
be reimbursed by Abenaki.
Spalding said he later discovered the
experimental college had $1700 in debts.
including $900 in work study money owed
to the university.

"The FBI came in and grilled me," he
said.
Michael C. Arnold, a Student Aid
employee verified the FBI involvement
saying a third party complained about the
student who was receiving money from
Student Aid for working for Abenaki.
when he was doing no work. "Someone
complained to the FBI." Arnold said,
"who then made an investigation.
According to Spalding, student government agreed to finance Abenaki again.
and the experimental college tried to raise
money. The Abenaki staff also talked
student aid into funding more work-study
students, although the groups still owed
$700.
Nantz Comyns and Penney Parlin. thc
present Abenaki staff, inherited thes•
problems, and are trying to devise a
solution to the debt problem.
The experimental college is now
charging a registration fee for their
courses, the money from which will go
directly to pay the debt. They also may
ask student government to pay the debt.
allowing Abenaki to pay the money as it is
received.
Spalding said student government is
now more careful about the way in which
its funds are used. The organization has
also begun auditing books to be sure its
appropriations are used properly.
"The student government is careful
now," he said. "They weren't anticipating
this situation."
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idweek
ather

1 uesday
Cold, chance of light snow, temperAtures from 25 to 30.
Wednesday
\gain, chance of snow early in tht
Jay. highs in the 30s.
Thursday
Clearing, warmer, highs in the 40s.
Friday
Chance of light rain or snow.
temperatures in the 30s and 40s.

What's
on
TICKETS-Tickets for Maine Masque's
production of -Death of a Salesman" are
on sale weekdays from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
until Friday, Dec. 12 in the Hauck
Auditorium Box Office. Tickets will also
be available on performance nights. Dec.
9-13. from 7 p.m. to curtain.
Tuesday. Dec. 9
MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMITTEE-7
p.m.. The Maples.
FINANCIAL AID.WORKSHOP-Penobscot
Hall. main lounge. 6:30 p.m.. sponsored
by Office of Student Aid and Residential
Life.
ARNOLD'S EXPEDITION-Jon Nielson will
speak on the Reenactment of Arnold's
expedition into Canada, 7 p.m.. No.
Lounge. Estabrooke Hall.
ANONYMOUS-Open
ALCOHOLICS
meeting. MCA Center. 8 p.m.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY MEETING-Guest
speaker-Associate Dean Julavits from
Portland-Gorham Law School. 7 p.m.. No.
Lown Room. Memorial Union.
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL-Maine vs.
Bridgton Academy. 5:30 p.m.
VARSITY BASKETBALL-Maine vs Mass.
7:35 p.m.
A CHILD'S CHRISTMAS IN WALESWan Thomas short film. 2:30. 3:30. 6:30
and 7:30 p.m.. Bangor Lounge. Memorial
Union.
ARCADIAN CONSORT-Mediaeval and
Renaissance music. ti p.m.. Lord Hall.
MAINE MASQUE-"Death of a Salesman." 8:15 p.m.. Hauck Auditorium.
Wednesday. Dec. 10
SENATE
STUDENT
GENERAL
MEETING-153 Barrows Hall. 6:30 p.m.
CHESS FOR BEGINNERS-Bumps Room,
Memorial Union. 3 p.m.
AGAPE MEAL-MCA Center. 6 p.m.
CHESS-Bumps Room, Memorial Union. 7
p.m.
MEN'S SWIM MEET-Maine vs UNH. 7
p.m.
MAINE MASQUE-"Death of a Salesman." 8:15 p.m.. Hauck Auditorium.
IDB MOVIE-"The Computer Wore Tennis
Shoes-. 7 and 9:30 p.m., 130 Little Hall.
Thursday. Dec. 11
RecreaMINI-WORKSHOP-"Outdoor
tion", topics will include how to make
snowshoes. 7 p.m.. Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
CAMPUS FRIENDS OF CIVIL LIBER1
TIES-So. Lown Room, Memorial Union,
noon.
FORNIGHTLY FORUM-"Women in Religion" with Linda Monko. MCA Center, 7
p.m.
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL-Maine vs
R.I.. 7:35 p.m.
VARSITY BASKETBALL-Maine vs R.I.,
7:35 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE-"Death of a Salesm. n", 8:15 p.m.. Hauck Auditorium.
IDB MOVIE-"The Computer Wore Tennis
Shoes". 7 and 9:30 p.m., 130 Little Hall.
INFORMAL CONVERSATION-With Gov.
Jimmy Carter, Democratic candidate for
President. Lown Room, Memorial Union.
10 a.m.. all welcome.
SELF DEFENSE FOR WOMEN-With
Eileen Fox, North Lounge, Estabrooke
Hall. 7 p.m.
Deadlines for What's On are Sunday. 1
p.m. for Tuesday issues, and Wednesday
II a.m. for Friday issues. 106 Lord Hall,
581-7531.
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Studentgovernment
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The University of Maine Marching Band
ind Concert Band will record an album of
iatriotic marches and other songs to
observe the Bicentennial, according to
Fred E. Health, UMO band director. The
record will go on sale in February at local
record stores, including the Memorial
Union. It will include popular marches by
Sousa and other American composers. the
Charles Ives classic -Variations on 'America'." "The Star Spangled Banner" and
"The Maine Stein Song." The cover is
being designed by Gail Sawyer. a UMO
band member, and the recording will be
done by Century Records of Cape
Elizabeth.
The Penobscot Valley United Way
campaign office has reported that UMO is
only about $800 short of reaching its goal
of $20,000 in pledges to United Way.
Students have contributed more than
$2,200 to the fund this year. collected in a
series of student-sponsored events including a walkathon. a fast day, car wash,
coffees and donations from several student organizations. This is the first year
UMO students have been asked to
contribute to the fund drive. The rest of
the money has been contributed by UMO
faculty ($10.823.00). professional employees (S4.029.00), classified employees (SI.104.26), and the Chancellor ($1,030.00).

DON'T FORGET
10% off
everything in stock
at the

University Bookstore

signs leg

The UMO student government has
signed an $8,000 contract with attorney
Russell B. Christensen Esq. for the
1975-76 school year.
The contract states Christensen will
provide 35 hours a week of legal services
to UMO students. He is also required to
be available for emergency counseling •
during evenings, weekends, and vacations.
The contract prohibits the lawyer from
bringing suit against the student government, the general student senate, or any
of its committees. If a dispute should
occur between Christensen and the student government president or a committee
working with the legal aid office, it must
be settled by a two-thirds vote of the
general student senate.
The legal aid office will offer services in
landlord-tenant disputes. traffic infrac-

tions, conflicts with the university administration, and maritial relations.
Christensen can also provide legal
cousel in police matters other than traffic
infractions if they are not criminal cases
where other counsel can be obtained.
Christensen said he has represented
students in ten or fifteen court cases this
semester. Most involved roaming dogs,
traffic violations, drug related problems,
and one case involving student rights.
According to Christensen, between 15
and 30 students a week ask for advice at
the legal aid office. He said most students
need only a legal question answered.
Other matters involve writing letters or
negotiating between two parties.

Paperback Pocket Books
10-15-25-35
3000 On Sale MOST ANYTHING
HARD COVER BOOKS
trorr 10 Ftcticn Novels
Holman Day Mane Books Joseph Lincoln
Cape Coe Books. Romarce Western Religious Books Textbooks. Cookbooks Farming.

14 000 On the Shelves

Everything for the Horse
and Horseman

•Leather jackets, fringed & pile lined
•Vests, Boots
•English and Western Riding apparel
and equipment
ar7

Gass Sales Stables

Main Rd., M.R.A.
Orono. Tel. 866-2075

Make WEATHERBEE'S Your ONE STOP SHOP
for the EXTRA SPECIAL

Christmas 41Ftsi
Bangor's Largest and Most Complete

Selection of

Sporting Flower . children s Rooks

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Dinette Sets, Chairs. Tables
Dishes—Cookware
Complete Beds

Antiques
16 showcases full of dishes.
glass. silver. Jewelry. buttons.
pottery. brass, tin, toys. dolls.
tools. 250 pieces of antique &
largest
furniture,
collectible
most varied stock in Maine

Oil Lamps & Parts
Largest Selection in Maine
We Sell Every Part Available
Also Alladin Lamps and Parts

Brewer
Auction Rooms
End of Route 1A Bridge
Open 7 days from 9-6:30
Largest Shop in Maine
Now Buying Contents of Homes.
Stores. Camps, Estates, Used
Furnishings and Antiques
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Christensen must supervise the work of
the paralegals working in the office and
submit a report of the program to the
student government each semester.

Through Dec. 13

BARGAINS
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•Custom Framing
•Art Supplies
•Silk Screen Supplies•Wood Carving Supplies
•Decoupage Supplies•Candle Making Supplies

SAVE 50% on KITS
•Candle Kits
•Decoupage Kits .Lamp Making Kits
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Decoupage Supplies
Includes
Plaques - Prints - Sealers Varnishes - Gold Braid - Acrylic
Paints - Tools - Hardware

W.C. Wedherbee
'
& Sons
189 State St., Bangor

8 to 5 p.m. - Mon. thru Fri -8 to 12 noon Sat.

Tel: 945-6551
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Abbott resigns to assume new duties
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by Geo Almasi
Walter H. Abbott, head football coach
at UMO for the past nine years, has
resigned from all coaching duties UMO
President Howard R. Neville announced
yesterday.
Abbott, 38, in a letter to Athletic
Director Harold Westerman, asked for and
received a change in status. He will
continue as Assistant professor of education.

Abbott graduated from the University of
Maine in 1958, after an outstanding high
school career at Stephens High in
Rumford. At the university he gained the
reputation as a "hardnosed" type of ball
player.

vice,
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and
the

Following graduation, he served one
year as assistant football coach at
Lawrence High of Fairfield and subsequently joined the UMO staff as an
instructor of physical education and
varsity football coach in 1960. Westerman's assistant. Abbott specialized as
defensive and offensive line coach.

Walter Abbott

175

numW

"I have been part of Maine football for
the past 21-22 years and I've had some
great moments, especially in working with
the kids and their tremendous spirit".
said the Rumford native, "but the last
nine years have been very demanding and
I feel it's time I moved on to other areas of
interest."
Westerman had nothing but praise for
the man who at one time was assistant
varsity coach under him. "Coach Abbott
had to work with the toughest schedule
Maine has to offer. And coaching football
is a punishing profession—there are
constant pressures wherever you coach.
I'm very grateful to Walter for the work
that he's done with these boys."

Pan Hel donates $173
to statue fund campaign
The Panhellenic Council presented the
Maine Campus Bear Fund a check in the
amount of $173, representing one weekend's canvassing effort at local Samson's
Supermarkets by several Pan Hel members.
Pan Hel President Karin Merrithew
gave the check to fund chairmen Mark
Hayes and Jeff Beebe at that group's
weekly meeting Dec. 4.
"We're very grateful for the Pan Hel
donation, as it represents our largest
donation thus far both in dollars and in
spirit," said Hayes.
The donation from Pan Hel helped the
Bear Fund climb above the S800 mark to
$812.05 as of Monday night. Included in
that total is $167.28 collected in the UMO
dining halls during the week of Nov.
17-21. The greatest contribution came
from the York Commons during that week,
and due to organizational difficulties in

the Hilltop Commons, no money was
collected there.
Physical Plant Director Parker G.
Cushman said last week his department
will be removing the decaying statue
during the Christmas vacation for cremation.
Meanwhile, Bear Fund organizers have
settled on tentative plans to salvage the
Bear's head, which "will be offered out to
bid in the UMO community, to go to the
person or group making the largest
donation." said Hayes. "We are, however, making the stipulation that the head
remain on campus for display as the donor
desires." he added.
The Pan Hel donation of $173 has been
accepted as the highest bid deposited to
date with the Bear Fund, although Pres.
Neville is reportedly planning to fulfill his
earlier $500 pledge to the fund as a bid for
the statue's head.

Pet Palace
Airport Mall•Bangor
Lewiston MalleLewiston
•,\

In 1967, he became one of the youngest
coaches in the nation taking over as head
football coach at the age of 34. In 1970 his
Bears posted their first winning season
since 196I ending with a 5-4 record. His
overall record was 27-53.

department needs to improve financially
competitively, and right now I don't see
the situation changing".
But he went on to say. "It was a real
pleasure to be associated and to work with
the kids—that's what I'll miss the most."

He leaves with but one regret, that
being the football department's income-or
lack of it. "Our budget is the same as it
was in 1967 and that reason helped me
make my retirement decision. The athletic

Westerman said Monday that a nationwide scale would be conducted to find a
suitable replacement. Abbott is married to
the former Carol Stevenson of Reading
Mass.. and they have two sons.

New PIRG center to air
testing service complaints
According to Mike Guptill. chairman of
The Orono Chapter of the Maine Public
the Orono PIRG board of directors,
Interest Research Group. (PIRG) has
complaints from students have included
announced the opening of an Educational
grades being sent to the wrong place.
Testing Service (ETS) complaint center.
tests not being scored correctly. and a
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of
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a national attempt on the part of 12 other
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student problems with ETS. The project
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Combination Sale
10 gallon aquarium complete
with Metaframe Aquarium Outfit
includes pump, heater & food
\
$15.99 while supply lasts
reg. value $24.95
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52.00-U. of M. Students
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Professor finds job time-consuming_

Tenants oustedfrom experimentalsolar home

The tenants currently occupying the
solar heating house on College Ave. will
move out next semester, according to
Professor Richard Hill one of the
operators of the experimental house.
The change in occupancy has nothing to
do with the individual tenants, however.
or the heating system. which "has worked
better than expected,- said Hill.

The "problem" is that the operation of
the system is too time-consuming and Hill
would like to "get out from under the
responsibility of it." He said he is "in the
process of making arrangements with the
university for making it a bonified facility
of the university."
The tenants might be replaced by two
caretakers - two mechanical engineering

Temporary coffeehouse site
expected next semester
"In my opinion, we'll have a definite
space by the end of finals,- said Phil
Spalding, head of the student government-funded coffeehouse committee.
The committee, consisting of six
members, has decided to continue
v‘orking for a permanent space for an
on -campus coffeehouse, according to
Spalding. In the meantime, they are
looking for a "Temporary facility for next
semester."
Based on aesthetics and adaptability.
the coffeehouse committee has formed
a list of approximately 30 top priority
spaces, from which it hopes to find the
temporary coffeehouse.
According to Spalding. the committee
submitted one proposal to Memorial
Union Director David Rand for the use of
Peabody Lounge. Spaldine said Rand told

HAPPY
RS
HOU
Monday-Friday

the committee it would be necessary to get
permission from the people for whom the
faculty lounge was named and that faculty
member should be polled for their
opinions.
l'he proposal was "shot down" said
Spalding. because the process necessary
to secure the lounge was "too long to get
next semester". However, he made it
clear that the lounge could be a candidate
for a permanent coffeehouse. "My guess
is that the second priority space would be
Estabrooke." added Spalding. Originally
the committee had hoped to move into the
basement of Estabrooke, when financial
difficulties prompted the Ram's Horn on
Grove St. in Orono to close. But a
dormitory referendum fell shosrt of the
two-thirds approval required by the
department of Residential Life.
siiiimmimmemor

RECORD WAREHOUSE
66 MAIN ST

BANGOR

-HASQuadraphonic Records
Blue Grass Records
TOP
100 8 Track Tapes
TOP
25 Cassettes
- PLUS8000 Different Record
ALBUMS
WHY AREN'T YOU w

4:30-6:30 p.m.

In the Roil Car Lounge

COCKTAILS
1/2 PRICE

(
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SHOPPING HERE?
WE GUARANTEE THE

e
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PRICE ON RECORDSO
BRING IN ANY LOCAL
AA- AD AND WE WILL gib
BEAT THEIR PRICE WO
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HPJCH
A EfITAUPANT &
WAGON LOUNGE

NEXT TO AIRPORT MALL

Christmas Sale

of Appliances

Corn Popper

Regular
'18"

$ 1 399
Now

Coffee
Makers

Regular
s 1599

$1000

Electric
Irons

Regular
'11"

1 0°°
'

F.,
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students who are familiar with the semester, and we'd like to stay for the
operation of the solar heating system. whole year. The heating system works
The caretakers would alleviate some of the 'beautifully' so far, and 'we like it here',"
he said.
operating chores.
Hill said he "should have recognized at
the beginning of the semester that the
system was a laboratory," not really a
home, and shouldn't be rented. The
system is very complicated, and "needs
constant watching". It also has a regular
flow of visitors who come for tours of the
house. "I don't feel free to invade on their
(the tenant's) privacy," Hill said.
Ron Dennis, speaking for the tenants.
said he and the other three don't want to
leave. "We made a nine-month agreement with Hill at the beginning of the

36 month

Firestone Store
717 Broadway

Bangor

magazine

Our last complimentary issue
available Dec. 1 1 th
January starts a New Year for
RADIUS magazine a weekly
publication
VOINOMMOCAPAPAYPAIMMIVAGA,MIRIM*1

CUTLER'S
IS
CROSS
COUNTRY
•

Everything you need to equip for the fun and
good health of cross country skiing at bargain
prices

Package 1
SKIS-Jarvinen, Hickory Base with
Duralam Core or Speed Class.
VVaxable Base
POLES-Cane with moulded handle
BOOTS-Moulded Rubber
BINDINGS-Trak. 3 pin $5995

Package 3
SKIS-Bonna or Jarvinen. Hickory
Base, Lignostone Edges
POLES-Cane with leather handle
BOOTS-Trak leather
BINDINGS-Villom

s92"

BANK AM F RICARD

Bettery

Package 2

SKIS-Jarvinen 60 layer lamination.
Hickory Base
POLES-Cane with moulded handle
BOOTS-Trak Leather
BINDINGS-Trak. 3 pin

,8295
Package 4

SKIS-Trak. Fishscale•, no wax.
1975 model
POLES-Cane, Moulded Handle
BOOTS-Trak, Leather
BINDINGS-Trak, 3 pin
'Model 1975 tor

CROSS COUNTRY SKI SPECIALISTS

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE
MOUNTING, HEEL POPPERS
AND BASE PREP
WH RE NECESSARY

utlerv

22 N. Main St.
Old Town

$8995

COMPLETE SELECTION
OF CROSS COUNTRY
CLOTHING AND
ACCESSORIES

OLD TOWN' 827-5589 CITY WIDE FREE PARKING
CUTLER'S STAMPS ON ALL CASH PURCHASES

LAIMAIMIIIMMITACAMMITOONAIVYAINIBM
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This little girl intently watches the craft lair scenes.l
greg hanawalt
watching the puppets?

Pensive

BEAT INFLATION
EVERYDAY SPECIALS
AT
,

Governor s

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

HOT DOGS

SPAGHETTI &
MEATBALLS

99

$ 1 .79

VEAL CUTLET
$]49
(SPAGHETTI SAUCE)

.19

10% off
everything in stock
at the

MILLER DRUG
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
9 til 9

WHERE ELSE CAN YOU
BUY ANYTHING TO EAT
FOR UNDER A QUARTER

FRIDAY

CHICKEN

FISH FRY

2 PIECES, COLE SLAW,
FRENCH FRIES, ROLL

FRESH FISH, FRENCH

.99

SUNDAY
SIRLOIN STEAK
1/2 lb. SIRLOIN STEAK
ROLL, FRENCH
FRIES, COLE SLAW

FRIES, COLE SLAW, ROLL

.85

ALL AT:
GOVERNOR'S
.....
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$199

STILLWATER

210 STATE ST.
BANGOR, ME
TEL:947-8369

through Dec. 13.

Campus

Classifieds

THURSDAY & SATURDAY

Only

DON'T FORGET

ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
Our Skill and
Knowledge

University Bookstore

PASTA DAY

LASAGNA

fr

and

Personals

Classified and Personal advertisements can be placed at the Maine
through
Campus Business Offices located in 106 Lord Hall, Monday
for
Friday only, during regular business hours 9 to 5 Deadline
publication
Classifieds and Personals is 12 noon the business day before
ments
all
or
advertise
any
The Maine Campus reserves :he right to reject
for publication
RATES Classified advertisements are 10 cents per word, per issue,
per word, per
payable in advance Personal advertisements are 5 cents
sell.
issue, payable in advance, 50 cents minimum Advertisements that
solicit. Or are used for any business purposes ale NO pe,sonal ads

MEN—VVOMEN, JOBS ON SHIPS, American
Foreign No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Summer job or career.
DEPT
Send $3.00 for information SEAFAX,
n
E-7. BOX 2049. Port Angeles. Washingto
98362
in my
BABYSITTING- Will babysit children
Veazie home weekdays Excellent care provided by experienced Nurse, Mother Lunches
provided Call 945-6922
band, family
LOST Oval Jade Ring with gold
walkway to
ring Lost either in Union. or
Sarah
Contact
REWARD
Jeness parking lot
Speare. 942-0279

Mona
Ron stopped sending grubby notes and Steve
has a wretched beard. what•s a girl to do/
Fear not well solve the problem as soon as we
at
can corner a certain party in a certain town
a certain college
Lawrence
Cosmos Lady.
Tell me Can you really fly7
The two-stepping rogue
Companion
Its
Thanks for a thrilling evening Saturday
.
a good thing Harry came through for us
all
after
Remember the card
islander
Hi Gorilla

Typiwastnt!ed

by the
Maine Campus
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Clearing the air

Tis the season to be jolly?

Publication proliferation
To publish the written word is the dream of
many in this world. Publication means someone
somewhere will read. Agreement or
disagreement aside, to be read is important,
building the ego and spreading one's opinions
farther than speech could ever correctly
disseminate.
The need to publish was and probably still is
primarily spawned by the causational need for
information.
As a place where information is supposedly
the primary concern of all, UMO has more than
its share of publications, attempting to inform
the seemingly multitudinous special interests.
Everyone has something to tell numerous
someone elses.
We are glad to see the newsletters, fact
sheets, newspapers, and other informative
publications that have appeared on campus in
the last year or so. Everyone needs or wants to
know about what may affect him. The Campus
can't handle the burden alone. It is a constant
vexation for us to have to turn down requests
for space, saying other matters take
precedence.
The university community is a multi-faceted
one. A general news publication like the
Campus could not begin to cope with the vast
interests represented by the 12,000 member
(Immunity we serve. With only 24 pages to fill
each week, and twice more than that many

•=Commentary
A quick stop in the Bear's Den Tuesday
morning resulted in my discovery that one
of the most unpleasant days for UMO
students had arrived again. The usual
shoptalk and discussion of classes, sports.
or the night before was noticeably
missing.
In its place a stillness had settled.
Suddenly it was unimportant who played
third base for the Red Sox when they won
the pennant in 1967. A few faces lit up
after perusing the little white booklet. But
most fell. Forlorn features abounded
everywhere. A stranger entering would
surely think the Den had a great special
on forlorn features for breakfast this day.
Yes, final schedules had been released.
Without hesitation, one thinks back to
pre-registration, as the final schedule
reveals three finals...all on Thursday and
Friday. "Joe told me this course didn't
have a final!" "Why the hell do I have to
stay here all week for one final?"
Ah yes, the agony. joy and ambivalence
of finding out how long you must stay
before Christmas to take your finals. Who
wants to itad the damn booklet anyway?
Who dares to look? Who wants to find out
they have to stay until Friday for one test?
Nobody does!

different groups seeking space, cuts and
judgements have to be made.
So, UMO is experiencing an information
boom. No matter if you are man, woman, dorm
dweller, veteran, Franco-American, or anything
else, someone is writing to and for you. The
paper may be just a newsletter run off in a
college office or a newsprint tabloid done by a
professional printer.
The only facets of UMO life not touched by
the boom is the ever-present grapevine and the
gossipline. Perhaps even they may succumb to
the proliferating word fever.
One point does bother us. Call it a paradox,
an irony, or both. The university is experiencing
a period of financial duress possibly
unprecedented in its history. Yet, these
publications continue to appear.(Even as we
write this, the new PIRG newsletter has
arrived.) Many are university funded, through
the various colleges and departments receiving
student and state funds. At such a time, it hurts
to see university money spent on words when
programs are feeling the scalpel.
As a financially self-sufficient organization,
dependent only on advertising for our funding,
we wonder if more people should or can find
money outside the university to pay for the
continuance of their publications.
This does not negate our belief in the need for
these publications. It is only a twist we think
should be noted.

There hasn't been such a hubbub since Mark
Spitz won seven medals in the 1972 Olympics.
Not since the plumbers were discovered in
Watergate Motel. Not even since PICS reported
the Maine Campus was going daily, when it
wasn't...
No, not even then did we get as much
feedback as we have since we criticized
members of the Fraternity Buyer's Association
a few issues ago for their apparent evasion of a
Campus reporter.
From assorted letters and conversations, we
gather that although the men on College Ave.
were somewhat disturbed by our article on the
FBA, the greatest wrath was incurred by our
editorial on the subject. Apparently many of the
fraternity men misinterpreted our phrase
"fickle fraternity boys," thinking it was meant
as a slam against the whole fraternity system.
That was never our intention—we referred
not to all fraternity men but only to those FBA
officials encountered by our reporter during his
attempt to get the facts about the co-op.
This editorial, to clear the subject completely,
was written to prove, once and for all, that the
Maine Campus' goal is not the satisfaction of
various vendettas but the reporting of facts and
the communication of news to the university
community.

aine affCampu
st
Editor-in-Chief

Deborah J. Sline

editorial
Michael R. Kane

Managing Editor
News Editor
Copy Editor
Sports Editor

John G. Ferland
Lisa J. Perro
George W. Almasi
Arthur 0. Guesman

graphics

F. Stephen Ward
Art Director
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Ginger A. McPherson
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sales and business
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The Maine Campus is a semi-weekly journal of'hews arts
and opinion published Tuesdays and Fridays by the students
of the University of Maine at Orono Editorial and business
offices are located in 106 Lord Hall on the Orono campus
Telephone (2071581-7631

The final fiasco

A fine question. The university has no
answer except to say some classes are
scheduled with tests in final's week,
others without. Good logic in that. It's like
the mother who answers her little boy's
question of "Why"? with "Because I said
so. that's why!"
Many students, particularly those from
out-of-state, implore instructors to change
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by Pete Coffey
Everywhere faces cringe and contort
with anguish as pages are furiously
flipped and code numbers checked. The
cries emitted resemble those a last-semester senior might make in May. after
securing his transcript and discovering his
hour total stands at 119. "Shit!" "No, it
can't be!" "Why me!" "There must be
some mistake here."
But usually there is no mistake.
Confusion reigns, because the one class
you thought didn't have a final suddenly
does. The university policy on finals states
they must be taken during the assigned
period. Many classes have finals, per se,
but they are given during the final week of
classes. Why, one might be prompted to
ask, do some classes have finals during
finals week and others during the last
week of classes?

To the Ec
We we
extreme g
thtIet
tworkhe aa

their finals to the last regularly scheduled
class period or even any time earlier
during final's week. But usually to no
avail.
"The university frowns on that'.
professors reply. Then why do some take
the liberty of doing just that? Aren't we
drifting into somewhat of a double
standard? Some professors feel they have
the liberty to change if they want, others
adamantly insist they have no option but
to abide by the university ruling. What's
the story here, anyway?
Why should a student languish for
possibly six days before being allowed
finally to take a lone final on Friday? In
the meantime, his only rides home have
long since rambled down 1-95 and his
iritiative has hitched a ride with them.
The only thing left on his mind is
"getting out of this place" and wondering
if he'll get the new skis Santa has
promised for Christmas.
Can't students, or at least professors,
be granted the option of giving a final
during the last class period? Can't finals
that require a longer period be fit into
three days, perhaps over the weekend?
Actually the purpose behind finals

escapes me, regardless of when they're
given. The majority of all courses are
established on a two-prelim. one-final
basis, with the final usually falling during
final's week, though not always.
But we've already hashed that one over.
My question is: why can't this big final.
which usually never amounts to anything
more than a third prelim, be given during
the final week of classes for what it is.
That is, a final prelim covering one-third
of the semester's work. I've had one final
in three years that was accumulative of
the semester's work. And that was two
years ago.
Why, I ask, does this policy still exist?
It ruins more plans and creates more
problems than any other university policy
in existence. In this day of modern
technology, is there not a competent mind
out there capable of creating a more viable
system than this current absurdity?
Oh well, if anybody does need a ride, or
maybe would just like to share a holiday
drink before I leave, just look me up
Friday. Dec. 19 about 5:30 p.m. I should
be just finishine up my one final.
Oh. by the way. Joe Foy played third for
the '67 Red Sox.
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To the Editor:
We would like to express
extreme gratitude to the staff of
the athletic department who
work at the field house. The
other evening we went over to
the field house to throw a
baseball around. There is an
area at the end of the track
designated for the use of
baseball. We have used this
area in the past several times
and in fact we were told by a
member of the staff to use it.
However, when we arrived
there to play this time, we were
greeted with a cheerful NO, you
can't use it unless you are a
member of the baseball team
here at UMO or Bangor. Now,
we are both freshmen here so
how we could possibly be
members- of the team is beyond
us. To top it off, when we
checked the area, it wasn't
even being used by anyone!
We feel that this is quite an
unfair and unjust rule. We pay
just as much as anyone on a
team to go to this university
and we feel we have just as
much right to use the facilities
as anyone else!
If this was during baseball
season, we could understand
the team using it a few hours a
day. However, since it is still
about three months until practices start, this reasoning seems
to go right down the drain.

We realize that this issue
may seem minor since we are
just two kids who were refused
a place to throw a baseball, but
if they do this to two of us, they
will do it to all others who
would like to get some exercise
or are trying to get in shape for
a sports season. We think in
the long run, this could affect

quite a sizable number cn
people.
So, many thanks to you, the
staff at the field house for your
"fairness" to ALL students.
Oh, by the way, we would
throw outside except that baseballs blend with snowflakes.
Kevin Byrne
John Swett

Absolute outrage!
To the Editor:
The editorial in the November 24 issue of the Campus
entitled "The protective instinct" is an absolute outrage.
The piece was a wholly
uncalled for slanderous namecalling attack on the Fraternity
Buyers Association.
Any party has the right to
withold such details (as the
names of the parties involved)
concerning any present litigation that the party may be
engaged in. Whatever the
author's inflated self-image or
possible pathological devotion
to crusading, he has no grounds
to hurl such terms as "fickel
fraternity boys" and "shield of
evasion and secrecy" at the
execution of that right.
Facts are the guts of news-

-Commentary
"What do y.ou mean, they're going to raise tuition
another 100 bucks a year? They can't do that-1 can't
afford to go to school here now! I need a pay increase a
lot more than those professors do!"
While you've been sitting around this campus during
the past couple weeks. you've probably heard such
comments many times (or have even made them
yourself). And, of course, your're justified in doing so.
It costs a lot of money to go to school here and it
really hurts to keep forking over money in increasing
amounts. Chances are you've already got a budget
figured out for the whole school year, and a $50 hike
next fall will screw it up.
Maybe you didn't think the reasons the Board of
Trustees used in the past to raise tuition were that
serious. But this time. I'm convinced they are justified.
I can ill afford the increase. But when it comes down to
a question of whether some of it's best teachers are
leaving, I am willing to sacrifice.
Think about it. UMO pays it's educators the lowest
salaries among the New England land grant colleges.

w ming and the writer responsible for that editorial had
better get a few under his belt
before he pukes up such a
slimy, cheap pack of groundless
accusations.
The editorial page is the
heart of the newspaper where
the editorial writer must maintain his highest level of integrity to cogently express his
carefully-weighed judgements
of current issues of significant
political, economic, philisophical. social or moral impact to
his fellow society members.
I find that editorial insulting
as a journalism student as well
as a fraternity member.
Edward M. Stevens
1st Vice-President
Beta Theta Pi
P.s. I can toss names as well as
any campus staff member.

Let me explain
To the editor and constituents:
On page three of the Dec. 5
Campus there are words to the
effect that I am against a
voter's registration drive here
at the university. (To me there
is great satisfaction in this.
When the Campus deems to
make a reporting error in one's
actions it usually means that
one has "made it" in the Orono
rat race.) I write to emphatically state my support for voter's
registration and to explain that
which I spoke egainst at the
meeting.
Sen. Mark Schneider (offwhat
sponsored
campus)
seemed an innocuous bill at
that meeting: to promulgate
General Student Senate support
for a voter's registration drive.
I would be for such a drive
which would allow students the
opportunity to apply for recognition in the town of their
choice.
However, by reading between the lines I could see that
Sen. Schneider had a more
definite political use for the bill
were it passed. Mark is influential in the Orono-Old Town
Tenant's Union and he is not
reluctant to admit that he
desires to use the GSS name to
help obtain voters registered in
Orono and Old Town. thereby
creating a political block. Since
Mark has been entrusted with
running the drive this is very
easy to visualize.
1 do not see local municip:

Dig deep
While the average income of other working people in
Maine has increased by 5 per cent in the past five years.
the paychecks for our teachers have decreased by 10 per
cent. They aren't being given raises to meet the high
cost of living and thus find it a struggle every month to
meet their own and their family's needs.
Granted, there are many people in the state who are
in this same position. Notice, however, that when the
monetary future looks too bleak, they leave Maine in
search of higher pay. That, in simple terms, is what's
happening in a significant way at UMO.
Considering their salaries are uniformly low, I put the
educators into three groups: (I)faculty members who
are dissatisfied with salaries at UMO at leave to go
somewhere eke for a higher paycheck; (2) those
teachers who prefer to remain here for reasons that
mean more to them than money (i.e., don't want to
uproot the family or just enjoy working here too much to
leave it); and (3) those rather mediocre faculty members
who may not like the pay but stay here because they
can't get a job anywhere else.
Can you see the scenario forming? Because UMO

government as germane to GSS
action. I do not like the idea of
the GSS name used in local
issues not directly having to do
with university affairs.
If an individual student feels
non-transient enough to make a
real interest and a viable part in
local government then 1 trust
he or she would register to vote
locally. This is a personal
choice and I don't think anyone
should be pressured to do so;
know that they shouldn't be by
literature bearing the GSS
banner. Should the Tenant's
Union want to pursue such a
voting block on its own time
and not bonow ing the senate's
credibility, fair enough. The
union has a vested interest to
protect in this issue; the entire
student body, represented by
the senate, does not.
Thanks for your time.
Sen. Cam Grant (off-campus)

R
emember...
our last
issue is
Friday!!
all:=1:111111=11

by Ellen Duncan=
pays so little, we've already lost some of the most
talented, experienced educators. Thankfully, we've
already lost some of the most talented, experienced
educators. Thankfully. we've still got an excellent corps
of faculty members who've remained. According to
several of them, though. no matter how strong their
respect for Maine or UMO is, they can only be pushed
so far.
If the salary outlook doesn't improve, they will be
forced to leave just so they can maintain the cost of
living. Finally, we could be left with a group of
educators who have matched their academic experience
with the salaries and, as a result, both are hardly
substantial.
It's unfortunate UMO started to sink salar)-w ise. in
the first place. There's a minimum of solutions to this
very serious problem. however, and a tuition increase
has just go to be close to the top of the list. Unless we
want this school to lose accreditation in many of its
departments and gain a reputation as merely adequate
place to get an education, we've got to dig deep and
support it—one more time.
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Death of a Salesman:
Ursula Aliberti
Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman is
"peculiarly an American tragedy that has a
tremendous impact over American audiences."
Such was the description of Salesman by
Dr. James M. Bost. director of the Maine
Masque Theatre's version of the play, which
opens in Hauck Auditorium tonight.
Bost. professor of speech, said he chose to
direct Salesman because "it is one of the
finest American plays that has ever been
written." and because he wanted to stage a
great American play during this Bicentennial
year. He said Miller makes a significant
statement concerning what has been and still
is wrong with American society today. And,
although he believes Miller is not deliberately
didactic. Bost said he certainly intended to
condemn the typical American man's dream
of success.
In Salesman, Miller shows that this typical
dream involves making as much money as
possible, at any cost.
According to Bost the leading character,
Willie Loman. even "sells his soul. in the
sense of becoming something he is not," for
the sake of money. He would probably be
happier working as a common laborer. But
instead Loman pushes himself to be as good a
salesman as possible because he believes that
is the way he'll make large sums of money.

Loman never realizes how wrong his
dreams are. Even at the end of the play, he is
concerned primarily with money. He commits
suicide purposely so his son Biff will inherit
some money. Loman literally takes his life so
his son will acquire a few thousand dollars.
Ironically, to make the situation even more
tragic, Biff may never receive the money because most insurance companies refuse to
pay if a death is the result of suicide.
Bost said the play draws audiences
emotionally, because people see a part of
their lives reflected in the Loman family. For,
he said, the play is not just the story of Willie
Loman's tragic life - it is also a tragedy,
showing the American system's destruction of
the lives of millions of Americans.
Miller structures the play around the family
unit, which is gradually destroyed because
Loman thinks only in terms of materialistic
status. He tries to buy the love of his son Biff,
but Biff rejects the success dreams of his
father, casting aside his upbringing, much
the way young people did in the early 1960's,
Bost said.
Members of the audience may remember,
for example. their father asking their older
brother. "When are you going to get off your
butt and go to college, so you can get a good
job with a decent salary?"
In this sense, Bost believes Salesman is a
play relative to today - one with a significant

message many Americans should understand.
Bost said the number of talented people
who have acted in Salesman serves as
testimony to the power of the play. Lee J.
Cobb and George C. Scott have both played
Willie Loman, Arthur Kennedy has played
Biff, and Mildred Dunnock has assumed the
role of Linda Loman.
Because Miller was influenced greatly by
Greek tragedy, Bost said Salesman has
Grecian qualities. Miller casts the little man.
Loman, as a hero, portrayed as tragically as
King Lear or Oedipus Rex.
In addition, flashback is used a great deal
throughout Salesman, much the way it is used
in Oedipus. Miller implements the unity of
time and action common in Greek drama, as
well. The action in the play occurs in basically
photos by G
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Indictment of success
Bost said as well as the actors, Edgar A.
Cyrus, associate professor of speech, has put
set design and
monumental effort into
lighting to make the Maine Masque's version
the best possible.Bost said lighting presents
an enormous challenge, as the setting must
often appear dreamlike during the flashback
sequences. Cyrus said he works with as many
as "300 to 500 lights" to create the proper
effect at the right moment.
In addition. Bost said, technical director,
Wayne Merritt. has spent "unbelievable
hours" trying to make a skinlike mask of Jeri
Colpitts, who plays Loman.To make Colpitts
look older. Merritt took a mold of Colpitt's
grandfather's face, creating the mask from
this base.
Bost said the Salesman performance lasts
approximately three hours. University students should see the drama, he said, because
it "makes significant statements about our

way of life, and it forces us to look into our
souls and re-evaluate our lives."
Jeri Colpitts, of Farmington, plays the
leading role of Willie Loman, with Linda
Fowler, of Presque Isle, cast as his wife. His
two sons are played by Thomas Baltzer, of
Caribou and Mark Davenport, of Brunswick.
Other members of the cast include Robert
Clark, of Orono; Donna Dobbins of Houlton;
Wally Sinclair. of Bangor; Timothy Wheeler.
of Orono; Bruce Willey, of Falmouth; Lynn
Marsh, of Leonardtown, Md.; Jack Merk, of
Brooklyn, N.Y.: Nancy Haskell, of Palos Park,
III.; Sandi Zuk, of Orono; David Stratton. of
Medway: Gail Conboy. of Falmouth. Linda
Rice of Orono is the stage manager, and
Dawn Shippee of Enfield is designing the
costumes.
Tonight's 8:15 p.m. performance of Death
of a Salesman will be followed by performances each evening in Hauck Auditorium,
through Saturday, Dec. 13.
1••••
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one area. And, although the action often
flashes back several years. the drama's
visible physical action spans only one day in
Loman's life.
Bost said the role of Willie Loman presents
a "tremendous challenge" for any actor,
especially a young university student. According to him, no other modern American
drama has such a difficult role.
Loman is torn apart by his dreams and
remembrances of past mistakes. Bost explained his rage and slow disintegration must
be shown through the actor, which demands a
lot of stamina and talent. He added because
so much emotion must be expressed by
Willie, Biff and Linda, these actors are
literally exhausted after every performance.

G.mier

rri
Jeri Colpitt

Salesman 'makes significant statements
about our way of life, and it
forces us to look into our souls
and re-evaluate our lives'

McPherson

Your Holiday Gift Headquarters

The Olde World Gourmet
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Prepared Gift Packages
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•New England Specialties
•Tea or Coffee selections
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Discotheque g Dancing
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Mill Street. Orono
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Besides secretarial help, Wanda C. Owen is the only
real staff member of the Maine Alumnus. The
Department of Public Information (PICS) provides the
in
magazine with photographers and a graphic artist
Arline K. Thomson but, as editor. Owen is the staff of
the magazine.
"Traditionally, here, the editor has done a lot of the
nal
writing." the editor confessed. "My own perso
feeling is that this is not good. I do usually one or two
pieces in an issue and hit the various departments as
much as I can. But. I'm mainly responsible for the copy,
the writing, the editing and last issue I did most of the
lay-out."
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maybe all New England." Chasse said. "It may come
30
a surprise to many people." he continued. "but
per cent of Maine's population is of French origin and a
minimum of 15 per cent of these people speak French in
the home."
The newspaper was initiated in the fall of 1974 under
the tutelage of Celeste Roberge, a student since
ly
graduated. Starting immediately with the once-month
shing
Publi
wick
Bruns
the
chose
ge
Rober
t.
forma
Company to do their printing. The initial circulation was
only 100, but jumped to 2,000 in the spring and
currently stands at 3,000.
The paper is published in a 12 page tabloid style and
has recently switched printing operations over to
Eastern Maine Printers of Brewer. 1.500 Franco-American students on the Orono campus receive the
newspaper. and another 1.500 issues go out through the
mails to various high schools and colleges around the
state, particularly the predominantly French speaking
areas such as Lewiston-Auburn. A small number of
issues are sent out to individuals throughout New
England via the mail.
The Forum receives an $873 allotment from the
General Student Senate (GSS) to defray their overall
costs which come to about $400 per issue. Multiply that
times the eight issues they publish each year for $3,200
per year in costs. "We also receive a $607 grant under
Title 1. the Higher Education Act," Chasse said. Under
that grant, the Forum works in conjunction with the
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Bangor Mental Health Institute for one year (eight
issues). —The Forum is used as a dissemination tool to
publicize mental health issues," Chasse said, "particularly pertaining to Franco-Americans". The money
comes from the federal government and adds to an
otherwise weak budget.
An additional $200 comes from individual contributions and finally, a very limited amount is pooled from
the Franco-American office budget of $2,400. When all
the funds are totaled, as Chasse puts it, "We still came
out considerably short." "Considerably", amounts to
about S1.000 when all the figures are added.
The single issue cost of $400 is broken down to
include $175 for staff salaries and $200 for printing.
Additional money goes for film processing and
miscellaneous costs.
"We've applied for more GSS surplus funds and we
hope for more contributions in the spring," Chasse
said. "We'll run just as long as we have the funds."
Chasse said the group was optimistic about the future
of the newspaper despite the current financial bind
which they find themselves in. "We'll see it through.
We might have to cut bacc a bit in a few areas, but we
can keep publishing."
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The Maine Campus. In its 76th year of publication,
t for the
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university population.
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The newspaper operates on a projected income
ing
advertis
on
ng
dependi
revenue budget of $45,620
of
sales to provide 80 per cent or approximately $36,120

that total. The budget is based on a projected issue ot
12 pages published semi-weekly. A large portion of the
remaining 20 per cent sprouts from the journalism
department's laboratory fees.
"The journalism department is given $8,100 as a
laboratory expense from the College of Arts and
Science," Guesman elaborated. "But we could do a lot
of things with that. For example. we could go down to
the Bangor Daily News and say 'Let our students do all
these things and we'll pay you.' Or we could establish a
pure journalism laboratory newspaper where everybody
would write, set type, do paste-up and probably never
publish the thing.
"Or we could also do what we do. Go to the student
newspaper and buy laboratory services with the
provision that they provide working experience with a
faculty handling direction. Thus, the department is
paying the Campus to be able to use the paper,"
Guesman added.
The Campus also receives a small amount of revenue
from miscellaneous items like savings interest and
subscriptions. But with 80 per cent of the Campus'
revenue generated through advertising, particular
attention is devoted to this item.
"We offer the advertisers access to a twenty-one
million dollar market from the students alone," Mark S.
Hayes, the newspaper's advertising manager, stated.
"The students are the market. Since I have been
manager, I have been making changes that will entail
better service to the students as well as to the
retailers."
The Maine Campus employs five advertising sales
people and issues a three part, general rate card. The
Aa rate offers a variety of ad sizes with space sold by
issue on a column inch basis. This rate is most popular
among smaller retailers and is used 80 per cent more
than any other size rate. Hayes reasoned "it is simplier
to work with. In theory, the buyer can roughly figure out
how much and when he is going to advertise.••
Larger businesses, however, prefer the 'B' rate which
operates under per semester, bulk contract system.
Only 2 per cent of Campus advertisers use this system.
The 'C' rate is designed again for small retailers who
want the benefits of a contract. The plan offers a given
amount of advertising from September through March.
If an advertiser agrees to buy space for each of these
months, he receives the same amount of space in April
or May at no charge. 18 per cent of the Campus
advertisers prefer this package plan.
The Maine Campus budget for 1975-76 predicts local
display revenue for $31,320 and national displays of
$4,800 with a total per issue, column inch requirement
of 238 inches to meet the budget projection. The budget
also projects total expenses for 1975-76 at $45,270, with
salary expenses totaling $18.500 and printing at
$12,150.
The Campus uses the photo-offset process which
involves using photo-typeset equipment for both body
and display type. Steve Ward. art director for the
Campus. said that the newspaper prints its 6,000 copies
semi-weekly at the Ellsworth American in Ellsworth at a
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UMO News
News form the University of Maine. Orono Campus.
balance
conventionally called "UMO News", strikes a
.
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between the
While dispelling the amateurish stigma wedded to the
term 'newsletter', the format, stock and style of the
publication keep it from being dubbed a 'newspaper'.
"UMO News" is a quarterly publication released
through the Department of Public Information(MS)as
part of the University of Maine Bulletin Series.
With a press run of 22.500 per issue, the serial does
not reflect a specific interest group. The four page
tabloid is disseminated to over 10,000 active alumni and
to students' parents.
"We're trying to pick up the strings that are
important and which help to give a certain amount of
insight into what it is like here on the Orono campus,"
Carol Bombard, editor of UMO News, said. "Through
the years, we have tried to change slowly and carefully,
so we wouldn't fall off the deep end with it."
The publication is funded through the general PICS
budget and is printed at the university press. Printing
costs usually amount to about four cents per copy or
$822.10 per issue. IMO News uses a number 60, white
offset stock which is partially reclaimed. According to
Gordon Beal, supervisor of printing at the University
Press, the cost of stock for each issue of UMO News is
$379.61.
"I guess the stock is about comparable in price with
newsprint." Beal said. "Merely because paper has
really gone out of sight. We can't run newsprint in an
offset press anyway, because it fouls up the rollers.
After we get through, it takes two or three days to get
all the dust and dirt out of our presses. It doesn't pay to
go into newsprint."
Format specifications for the publication read. "17
inches by 22 inches. with four pages folded thrice at
right angles". Carol Bombard handles most of the
s
pre-printing work for the tabloid which include
"picking the pictures. writing cutlines and getting the
like
galleys corrected.— Excluding specialized stories
the
s
column
d
standar
the
and
sports or theatre
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publication carries. Bombard also does most
s the
writing for UMO News. PICS usually provide
photographers.
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Printing costs are $650 annually.
one in the
The publication is issued monthly including
is no
There
ion.
orientat
summer for freshmen
the
sustain
y
secretar
his
and
Folsom
ing.
advertis
to
goes
they
copy
The
Hall.
writing burdens at Stodder
where it
Public Information and Central Services (PICS)
ted to the
is photographed. reproduced and distribu
l for the
business manager of each complex. Materia
including
,
sources
of
variety
a
from
comes
newsletter
students
any
and
ts
assistan
resident directors, resident
s.
opinion
air
to
wishing
Graduate School Newsletter
year
The Graduate School Newsletter is in it's second
off
or
on
s
student
e
graduat
all
to
goes
of publication and
majority of
campus. All department chairmen and a
Howard
campus administrators. including President
Neville. also receive the publication.
copies.
The monthly newsletter circulates 800
Board
Student
e
Graduat
Funding eminates from the
graduate
the
from
iations
appropr
its
s
receive
which
charges
student activities fee. Postage and mailage
the
drain the budget of $10 to $15 a month despite
es.
privileg
mailing
publication's bulk
the
The general staff of the graduate school publishes
a
at
Hall
ok
Estabro
in
ter
newslet
mimeographed
the
monthly expense of $25, while the length of
publication varies anywhere from 1 to 15 pages.
The graduate coordinator. Sandy Dixfield. started the
ses
newsletter last year and Steve Gervais now supervi
to
is
ion
publicat
the
of
the content. The major purpose
keep graduate students aware of campus activities and
to provide them with a forum for opinions on the
university, the graduate school, the graduate board and
graduate center. The newsletter is distributed through
the mails and is placed in the mail box of every
graduate student on campus.
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Its fun
to shop
Downtown
Bangor!
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Student Christmas Shopping is in
Bangor
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Free
Bus
Service!

°et'
the

VINER MUSIC COMPANY

HAVE /0
Buy a KLH
COOL
AND SAVE
CHRISTMAS STEREO
PACKAGE
New England's Largest and Most Complete Music Store

AT THE

BOSTON
Bits Ilefir•ins

Model SSA Stereo

Ime1110(

Modell 32A Stereo Ilsoilwer

STORE

30 32 MAIN ST.. 0A/1000

If you're looking for
Christmas gifts people will
love receiving, you'll find
them at the
gSimpokis
where there's a large selection of,

OSTON
STORE

30. 32 NAN* ST

IAP8003

in every style and color imaginable!
Also a great selection of Parkas, Down Vests
and Jackets, Boots (Frye), fur coats, Ski Sweaters, Gloves and
The Beat Goes On and On. COME ON IN AND
SEE FOR YOURSELF, YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

MeiNol 0Sp•eirers

KLA 55A Stereo Receiver 13 Watts
RMS Power per channel
'29995
With Model 31 SPKS
'30995
With Model 32 SPKS
'36495
With Model 17 SPKS
KLH 52A Stereo Receiver 35 Watts
RMS Power per channel
'41995
With Model 17 SPKS
'43995
With Model 6V SPKS
1Save

up to $1707]

KLH Factory
Authorized Service
Tel. 947-7314

VINER
MUSIC COMPANY

cc

414
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AvAlavv-b., AwAvAvAvAlavAvA-1
Merry Christmas
frcm the

Downtown
Bangor Merchants

•

le Oat
I' ONEli

.050,4

Permanent registration loss
protect.on
perfect quality
assured by Keepsoke.

has

Gift Sho

4

everything
for
your
CHRISTMAS
From
NEEDS
Cards
to Neat & Giftwrap
Gift
Even Santa ideas
VVould
-Be

Keepsake

a44,314,145„,
"WE LOVE YOU"

s0 givegive

love someone
you
a gift
they
d
eserve

"Wh•re your Diamond
Dreams Come Tru•"

Limited Time Only

The

Picture

MAN,.AT TAN JEVrfilIR
•;"(

SPECIAL
SALE

411AVV

There are no finer
diamond rings

•11:GliVe,
•

73 Main St.
Downtown Bangor

C

Othar Stores In:
Portland, Brunswick
August

TICX UP SPOTS
•ESTABROOKE HALL
•14AUCK AUDITORIUM
•MEMORIAL GYM

U Of

M TO DOWNTOWN BANGOR

• EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY•
ARR%•IE
UOFM

R
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)
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IUD
"
AM.

6
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00
0
111.:°0°0
3:00
00
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UDFM

ARRIVE
BANGOR

DEPART
BANGOR

4:30

6:30

5:00
7:00
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9:53
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I 00
3:00

11:30
1:30
3:30

12:30
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BANGOR ASSOCIATION
YOUR I.D. CARO IS IOUR BUS PASS •00\NNTONN N

CORDUROY JEANS
100% cotton flare leg

$995

y
got°

for Men and Women

ROVERS-LIKE WALKING
BAREFOOT ON THE BEACH

Reg '14"

Itl01 downtown Bangor

Jac & Jean Shops

in Old Town and Brewer

Holiday Store Hours
Sleepers
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Jac & Jean shops
Old Town 8 Brewer
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sun. 12-5

ROVER TIE
Men's or Women's

26

The new negative heel way to walk.

Walk straight and feel a new
spring in every step. Relieves
front of the foot pressures. Try
the natural way and be yourself again. Let Standard fit your
feet to Rovers today.

STANDARD SHOES,
DOWNTOWN BANGOR•AIRPORT MALL•BROADWAY
PRESQUE ISLE•WATERVILLE

fi
t1

itibr• Ictritititur

"
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4
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Maine's

Bears track team stops UNH
The Maine Black Bear trackmen took
every event except the two-mile run, to
spank the injury-ridden New Hampshire
squad 83-29 last Saturday in the UMO
fieldhouse.
The Bruin thinclads finished 1-2-3 in the
high jump as Lou Hinckley won for the
second time in as many meets, at the
height of 6 ft. 6 in. Tom Stephenson.
took the 60 yd. dash in 6.6 sec.. and Eric
Lammi placed in both the high jump and
long jump. as other highlights for Maine.
The UNH club took a victory in the two
mile (Madden 9:22.8) and challenged mile
runner Jeff) Laflamme, by placing two
runners behing him to help save an
otherwise bad
The Bears will continue their journey
through the Yankee Conference schedule
Saturday as they meet Vermont in the
UMO fieldhouse.

Bh

MAINE S3, NEW rl.,..MPSti / RE 71
UMO,. 2
IS Pound weight 1 Rinse 1M
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2 II•
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son. Gott. F railer ))263

Ken Armstrong. Canada's National Diving Champion. is
featured here in Maine's upset victory over Pointe Claire.
Armstrong did his best, winning the three-meter diving
event. See story page 16.

Champ

Bermuda
For our Spring Vacation
March 26 - April 2

Contact
Stuart Chason

116

Gannett Hall

581-7577

Garber
Travel Agent

Your authorized

AT SULLIVAN FORD SALES...
DANA PINKHAM, GENERAL MANAGER.SAYS:

Tied up

DID YOU KNOW
DANA PINKH AM

For that someone who has everything..
to select
Is there someone on your Christmas list difficult
to the Bangor
a gift for Send him or her a gift subscription
Daily News'
six
The NEWS is informative, entertaining and available
a friend or relative
for
n
subscriptio
gift
Your
week
eoch
days
is a reminder of you and Maine.
Put a little Maine in his or her stocking this Christmas with
the .

You Can own a

NEW 1976

Open: Mor

Pinto Pony"MPG"
For
Only

liangor nailu Nctup
491 MAIN Sl.. PA NOON. M(.04401
Phon• 942-411411 locally or 1-600-432.7964 toll fr••

$

89
PER
MONTH

Dl
AUT

Has opened
to serve yot.
two locatioi

f.

No.987
—11
RATES
Out of St at• 1
In Stet•
65.30
FlTno. 111 4.30 Amos.$24.00
46.00 per month
Sines. 12.23 1 yr.

Sand to:
Circuits'ion Doportmont
Bangor Dolly No
491 Main St Banpor Me.04401
Mosso mm16011/ subscription of the Bangor Dolly
months tot
for
Nome

Apt

•ddriew

lowec

CI t y

News

Stet•

Zip

Pleas* sign tk•cord:
Nam*
A ddr•ss
Zip

EPA TEST 38 MPG HIGHWAY
•TOP TRADE ALLOWANCE
•36 PINTO PONY MPG'S TO CHOOSE FROM

I

BILL GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO:
Stat•

Town 'CIty

AND JUST $441 DOWN,CASH OR TRADE
Price $3141, $441 Down Payment (cosh or your car as trade In)
$73.89 per month (48 months) annual porcont rate 12.67%, total
deferred payment price $3546.72, excludlni sales tax.

SULLIVAN

SOLD WITHIRRGRITT BACKED BY SERVICE

Any* on do 6•41

499 HAMMOND STREET

•t

WNW

FORD
TEL.9424631

SALES
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ST(
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Maine's record now 3-1

Black Bears and Vermont divide doubleheader
Cubit (10 points), Ron Gottschaulk. a first
team All-Yankee Conference pick last
year. and Kevin Kelly, a 6'8' post man in
the Catamount's 1-2-2 offense, closed the
gap to within three baskets before Kelly
fouled out with 1:25 remaining.
From there, foul shots ended the
storybook finish for Vermont as Warner
and Lapham each netted three to pull the
game out and raised their inter-conference
record to 2-0. This win doubled Maine's
victory total of last year within the Yankee
Conference.
In the second game on Saturday.
Vermont surged ahead 12-2 in the opening
minutes but the Black Bears. converted 15
of 17 free throws and took a 49-44 halftime
lead into the lockers. Leading first half
scorers for Maine were Lapham. Warner.
and Wholey with 12.15, and 14 points
respectively.

by Geo Abnusi
The youthful Black Bears took it on the
chin Saturday afternoon losing to Vermont
108-84 after surprising the visiting Catamounts 79-72 Friday here at Memorial
Gym in Yankee Conference action.
Call basketball an up and down sport.
Call it anything you want.
But the rapidly improving Maine five
were so up Friday they had a twenty point
lead midway during the first stanza over a
fine Catamount team which was coming
off a 16-10 record last year.
Maine jumped out ahead 6-0, the
Catamounts came back to knot the score at
8-all, and that was all she wrote. Skip
Chapelle's quintet outdistanced their
challengers 27-9 during a five minute
stretch and coasted to a 39-23 halftime
lead before an estimated crowd of 2600
surprised and jubilant spectators.
Roger Lapham and Paul Wholey.
UMO's own version of Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kit, shot down any
Catamount hopes of comeback with 10 and
twelve point respectively.

m. is

flying

M•4411=4.

Tied up

Vermont's Kevin Kelly 1241 seems a bit tied up as Black
Bear defenders Kevin Nelson 1501 and Kevin Kulawy 1221
stopped the high-scoring post-man on this particular play.
Maine goes against perennial Yankee Conference powerrobert weeks
house Massachusetts tonight at 7:35

Vermont showed true form in the
second half as the battling visitors
outscored Maine 49-38. and nearly pulled
a win out of the magicians' hat before
bowing out in the final two minutes.
It wasn't all that simple, though. as Bob
Warner and Wholey combined for 16
points padding Maine's lead to 21 points
with 13:04 remaining in the contest. At
that point Wholey committed his fourth
personal foul and while Kevin Kulhaway
ran onto the court the Black Bear's bright
future became more evident. For the first
time, other than runaway games and the
like, four freshmen inserted by Skip
Chappelle in a close game at the same
Nelson.
time. Unfortunately. Kevin
Lapham, Butterfield. and Kulhaway. together with Warner. failed to maintain
their lead and Vermont made an heroic
charge.
Taking advantage of four inexperienced
ball players, the Catamounts employed a
tenacious zone press causing nemerous
turnovers and mistakes and turned the
games' tempo around in their favor. Mark

Much to UMO fan's dismay. the
Catamounts hit on 27 of 41 field goal
attempts and at one point scored twelve
uncontested points to romp over the
hapless Black Bears 108-84 before 2100
fans.
Wholey. hitting a sizeable numbers of
shots from outside finished with 27 points
and Warner continued hit all-around play.
hualing down a game high 13 rebounds
and scoring 23 points. Lapham. coming
back from injury he sustained just before
the half ended with 18 points.
Tonight Maine plays host to the
ever-tough Massachusetts club. Game
time is slated for 7:35.

English Majors!
Editor for

The Maine Review
Position available,
Spring, 1976
Information in
101 Lord Hall

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry

Fri., Sat.. & Sun.
afternoons..
2pm
Open: Mon-Thurs at 4p.m: Fri -Sun at

DU BAY'S
AUTO PARTS
Bangor
Has opened a new store in
are
to serve you better Now there
locations
two

15s. Water St.
Old Town
636 Hammond St.
Bangor
BOTH STORES ARE
STOCKED WITH
AIM
4NAPAO
WM'
PARTS
AUTO
'Quality Automotive
Parts You Can Trust

1

HEADING HOME FOR
THE HOLIDAYS?

THORNTON'S
SERVICE
WILL ALLOW YOU

10% OFF

ANY AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIRS!

$5.00 and

UNIVERSITYT.
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Stillwater Are Glint Plaza

DAILY 7130 & 91)0
ENDS SATURDAY
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DOUBLE FEATURE

he wouldn't know who-done-it
even if he done n

TONTO"

himself
MICHAEL NATALIE
1400U
CAINE
P°

CO HIT 900

DAILY 7:15

MALL

24 MR TEL 827-721,

ORONO

Al Stillwater Ave /Exit I-25in the University Mall

2

Lip

24 MR TEL 827

OLD

0

We specialize in all
types of auto repairs
including V.W. & foreign
TWO LOCATIONS IN OLD TOWN '
Thornton's Service 167 Center
Thornton's Amoco 251 S. Main

Mood Rings

38 Main Street
Orono
866-4032

PICTURES OPEN W

II0TDOG
SPECIAL

effrasse
elude/fel

Bring in this ad
and you can buy
one Hotdog for
only 14 cents!
This offer good
until the end of
the fall semester

DOUBLE FEATURE
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MI
14-017.0
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9.00

4% Man Alive!
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Wrestlers finish 5th in YC

Sports

Swimmers win again 57-56
With a dramatic victory in the 400-yd.
freestyle relay the UMO men's swim team
conquered the potent Pointe Claire Swim
Club last Saturday. 57-56.
Pointe Claire led most of the way, but
a
the Black Bears managed to keep within
few points of their Canadian rival. Going
into the final relay. Pointe Claire had a six
point lead. The 400-yd freestyle relay
team of Jim Smoragiewicz. Ron Pospisil.
Bob Stedman. and Bill Houson came
through in the clutch, winning the relay
with a time of 3:18.766, giving UMO
seven points, and the meet victory.
A crucial disqualification occured in the
200-yd breaststroke when Pointe Claire's
Eric Kremmer committed the infraction on
the final turn as he headed toward a
second-place finish. Had he not been
disqualified. Pointe Claire would have
placed 1-2 in that event. Instead. Bear
Breaststrokers Chris Glab and Jerry Fiske
garnered second and third respectively.
A splendid performance was provided by
UMO divers Roy Warren and Rolf Olsen.
and Canadian National Champion Ken
Armstrong of Pointe Claire. Warren
qualified for the NCAA Championships in
both the 1 and 3-meter diving and
teammate Rolf Olsen qualified on the
3-meter board. Warren defeated the
Canadian champ in the 1-meter competition, but could not quite match Armstrong
had a
in the 3-meter diving. Rolf Olsen
s.
event
both
in
third
ing
fine meet, captur
In the swimming events. Pointe Claire
was impressive in taking first place in six
of the eleven events. They were especially
strong in the 200-yd. individual medly and
the 200-Nd. butterfly as Lester Jackson

RESEARCH
Thousands o

opics

Send for your up-to-date, 160Page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-6474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

.
and Dan Lavoie swept the first two places
a
d
playe
relays
two
Victories in the
major role in the host team's triumph. In
the opening of the swimming events, the
relay team of Jay Donovan. John Wescott,
Tom Clark, and Bob Stedman won the
400-yd. medley relay with a time of
3:48.74.
Versatile Jim Smoragiewicz took second
in the marathon 1650-yd. freestyle. Later
in the meet, the talented freshman
captured the 500-yd. freestyle with a time
of 4:58.30. In that race. Smoragiewicz held
off Pointe Claire's Rob Geller. with a
surge in the last 100 yards.

Shaves
Razor

•

35 N. MAIN ST,
OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531
BRING THIS AD IN AND
IT WILL ENTITLE YOU TO

10 % DIASCOUNT

NOW THRU DECEMBER 20th
IN OUR MEN'S DEPARTMENT
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
A J Goldsmith
Mens Wear. Sporting Goods
10 N Main St . OW Town

10% off
everything in stock

Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas. Oil. & Auto Accessories
Howard Sturgeon, Prop. 827-2400

FREE ESTIMATES

Airlines

Trims
Shampoos

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP

OLD TOWN

Other wrestlers making the trip: Peter
Bal(11(118 lb.). Greg Dumas(126 lb.), Eric
Hoyer (134 lb.). Pat Daigle (134 lb.). Mike
Sarois(142 lb.), Glen Smith (150 lb.). Tom
Wood (158 lb.). Barry Goulette (167 lb.).
and Brian Mulligan (177 lb.).
Despite his squad's respectable showing. Stoyell would like to have the
Conference meets divided into 2 divisions
- Big and Small. Big (URI, BU. UMass)
iand Small (UConn, UMO. UNH) classif
cations would make more sense, he
thinks. We know before we go down to
e
these meets that the top 3 schools wrestl
their
into
put
they
money
The
ally.
nation
program is far superior to the bottom 3. So
every year, they battle for first, while the
other 3 are battling for 4th. But, it was a
pretty good meet."

Two fine hair stylists
specializing in the
Roffler Sculptor
Kut

DON'T FORGET

324 NO. MAIN ST.

a jump
along on the trip. That's quite
but they're
from high school wrestling
coming aliing well.

RV
89r !labor

Thibodeau's
Barber Shop

NEED A FIX?
COME TO

Captain
Behind the fine efforts of
Steve
and
ussen
Rassm
Lucien Daigle, Dan
placed
Rockhill. the UMO wrestling team
rence meet
5th in the recent Yankee Confe
with a total of 32.75 points.
s with
Rhode Island copped team honor
25)
(138.
BU
by
176.75 points, followed
Maine
,
(33.5)
UConn
).
(115.5
UMass
Vermont
(32.75. New Hampshire (28.0).
te.
compe
not
did
g 3rd
Captain Daigle (Fort Kent), placin
with Dan
in his 142 lb. category, combined
place
Rassmussen's (Glen Rock, N.J.) 4th
Steve
finish in the 190 lb. class and
in the
Rockhill's (Medford, N.J.) 4th place
Bears.
Unlimited division to give the Black
pretty
what Coach Paul Stoyell called, "A
respectable showing."
In what has quickly become the "Year
Orono
of the Freshman" here at the
campus, Coach Stoyell's grapplers were
no exception as they benefitted from the
service of 7 frosh. "We took 7 freshmen

at the

University Bookstore
through Dec. 13.

Don't leave town until you shop
The Airport Gift Shop for those
extra special people on your gift
list. Choose from a wide assortment of Maine-made gifts such
as
items
known
well
as
Anderson stoneware pottery,
handpainted porcelain fcwelry,
pottery,
blueberry
famous
and
toys,
,
tures
sculp
,
prints
much, much more!
Don't delay... Do it today!
Open Everyday 8:30 to 8:30
—and we gift wrap too

Airport Gift
Shop

Bangor International
Airport
and also ...

• 15% discount
• confirmed seats.
no stand by
• frequent trips to
Portland-Boston
Presque Isle.
Quebec
• Bar Harbor has
an on campus
representative call
him for information
and reservations

Ron Aselline
sot *kg Epsilon

Downeast Gifts

8664528

Maine Coast Mall, Ellsworth

Florida

Bermuda

Subway Sandwich Shop
26 Mein Street, Orono

Free delivery to UMO Campus
Between 7 and 10:30 p.m.
($3 minimum)
Order Out Tonight

866-2400 or 866-4545

From

$1 99°°

Sun, Sand, Sea, Surf at Swizzles
8 Days 7 Nights!
Departs Boston, Saturday, March 27, 1976
Returns Boston, Saturday, April 3, 1976
For Information and Reservations Contact
CRIMSON TRAVEL CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES:
Audi Eyerer
25 Silver Road, Bangor
942-6914

Alan Bills
215 Estabrook Hall
581-7381
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